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About This Game

*EARLY ACCESS*
*Please See Our Discussions Board To Report Any Bugs And Read About Any Updates*

Find our High Score Contest Rules Here - http://www.foreverhumblepdx.com/no-mans-sky-contest.html

Forever Humble PDX via Skinny Jean Death Studios in collaboration with Porcelin Labs, presents FLOBE, an unique game
with an emphasis on quick pick & play action and casually intense gameplay!

Use both analog sticks to control the line's position and length! Collect characters that match the color of your bar in order to fill
your multiplier for a higher score! Missing them will break your multiplier and cause the length of your bar to expand. Watch
out for the green ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s, red ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s and those damn bombs, if they pierce your bar it's Game Over! Advance

your gameplay to multiple color collectibles and intense enemy formation challenges.

Features 3 difficulty levels plus bonus challenges. Completing challenges will allow you to unlock the option to start the game in
different difficulty modes.

Features an exquiste soundtrack by Jazz sensation Luis "LoudMouth" Camacho.

Although the game is extremely recommended for game pad use, it does have keyboard controls as well.

We will be releasing the game in Early Access as we continue to add increased difficulty challenges, a Linux build, Steam
achievements and Steam trading cards. The game will have a low price point to appease all players on Steam...probably even just
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low enough for players to break even on sales of the Steam trading cards.

Lose yourself in the FLOBE!
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Publisher:
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I bought this because of Jaune!! (\u06f6\ua228\u0eb6\ua381\ua228\u0eb6 )\u06f6 LOL. Cute fun little game that you should
buy if you're interested in mega man style platforming games and or supporting indie developers. This is a fun, simple puzzle
game. The difficulty ramps up considerably towards the end though.. If Super Laser Racer were a pair of sneakers, mine would
be worn-out, haggard shreds of leather, and I've enjoyed wearing them since they were bright, shiny, and sitting in a box with
crumpled up packing paper.

SLC invites you to defeat all of it. It offers enough variety in tracks and levels of difficulty that it was fun to revisit until I'd
completed everything.

The game is simple and straight-forward. The controls are relatively decent and you'll never have a tough time figuring out what
your objective is (in case you're wondering: WIN THE RACE ;-).. I got this game through a bundle, and was excited about it. I
like emergencies, airplane, simulation, games and this had all 3. However, I was expecting more than this game provided. I
finished the game in 3 hours. A game priced at $15 should provide more play time, missions, freeplay for this, at least a little bit
better graphics, better game overall, and longer to beat. With 3 hours of game time, and it being $15 without discount or bundle,
it would have been $5 an hour, that is horrible. I do not recommend getting this game, unless it is at an extreme discount or in a
bundle.. Mature writing and great acting. Lamenting loss and love at middle age. Am authentic connection between fragile and
flawed people with troubled pasts too cautious to make anything more out of it than it is. A birhgt moment in an otherwise
resigned existence in two lonely people. The end was bittersweet and all too true.. literally only reviewing this cuz im so salty
they dont have the last heart segments THE BEST PART WHERE IT GOES DUN DUN DUN DUN LIKE CMON smh u
couldve cut the song off after that part
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One Sole Purpose is a game that is unfortunately long on promise, short on execution which is shame because it looks highly
competent.. but there are so many glaring issues wiht the game, it's interface, and it's implimentation that in it's current form
there is no way I would recommend it to my viewers. See my video for a First Impressions recounting of my experience.

3\/10. Great game. Addictive, with huge replay value.

A controller is highly recommended.. I really liked this game until the last hour which left a sour taste in my mouth so I can not
recomend it.. I couldn't get past the voice acting and animations. I'm normally a fan of point & click adventures, but those were
too much to get over for me.. Love Aviation? X plane is for you. This was better than the game.
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